1976 bmw r756

The "slash six" models departed from the earlier "slash five" slightly. First, the smallest
displacement changed from cc to cc. A sport model was offered, as were disc brakes front only
for the first time. Additionally, the tank design was changed to remove the chrome trim panels
rubber knee pads were added instead , and the gauge pod was moved from the headlight
housing to its own assembly over the housing. The engine is built around a one-piece tunnel
crank-case. The camshaft is driven by a duplex chain and is located below the crankshaft.
Valves are actuated by the camshaft through hardened followers, push rods, and rocker arms.
The same base engine was used for these motorcycles. Final drive is by shaft, running from the
transmission by universal joint to an oil bath within the right rear swing arm and connecting to a
bevel gear and ring gear on the other end. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article
does not cite any sources. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable
sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. BMW motorcycles. Categories :
BMW motorcycles Motorcycles powered by flat engines Shaft drive motorcycles Standard
motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Hidden categories: Articles lacking sources from June
All articles lacking sources. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn
to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add
links. Gross vehicle weight rating. What motorcycle seeds do we plant with our actions? What
dreams do we inspire with our deeds? And how long might they lie dormant before growing
from an idea into a reality? Tipping into the turns with consummate ease, the BMW holds its line
with aplomb and is perfectly behaved as I put the power down on the exit. Only planning to stay
for a day, a technical problem forces him to extend his visit for a week, and young Kniegge ends
up taking his first motorcycle ride. Fast forward to Following years of blasting to Laguna on a
tricked-out Norton, he finds the idea of a fast Bavarian corner carver is very appealing. Money
changes hands, and the bike comes home. At this time he has no idea why he wants to paint the
bike black. A couple of phone calls later, he discovers to his surprise the parts are still stored
away at the dealership, collecting dust. The black chrome parts head into the workshop. The
stock BMW rims are powder coated black to match the tank and laced with stainless spokes.
After a trip to the powder coater, Bill is soon bolting on a black swing arm, both triple clamps
and the handlebar mounts. The fenders, headlight and side panels are painted with black
lacquer, and the headlight rim and gas cap get treated with black chrome. Nikasil cylinders and
pistons from a mids cc BMW R give a significant boost in capacity. Compression ratio is stock
for reliability, and the original cc heads are retained, but with new, hardened valve seats to
handle unleaded gas. A high-performance camshaft holds the stock valves open a little longer
to allow more fuel and air in and the burned gases out, fed by two 32mm Bing carburetors. In an
interesting move, a taller rear end is used to lower engine rpm at highway speeds. The bike
currently wears a 2. To keep the extra horsepower under control, modified R90S forks control
the front end. Shortened 1. Looking at the bike, the rear shocks appear as if they might be a tad
longer than the originals, and Bill confirms my suspicions. It only takes a small bit of mental
re-programming to lighten up the pressure on the bars when working to keep things on the
perfect line. Drilled discs from an R90S are also used, and they give excellent stopping power,
aided nicely by the rear drum brake. Blasting along our local roads, the bike is extremely
comfortable and easy to ride. A BMW original-equipment police solo saddle finished in leather
is one reason, and the slightly more upright BMW Ksourced black chrome bars are the other.
The combination of the slightly taller seat and wider bars make it fit just right. They were
custom made by Moto Sport Panniers to replicate the style and size of the leather units used by
the German police bikes of the mids, but Bill had absolutely no idea why he wanted them to be
so slim. Rallies, rides into the mountains and day trips tearing around with his crazy buddies
are all good excuses to get the BMW on the road. Starting with blue letters on a white
background, he painted the whole plate gloss black and a pinstriper in Santa Ana added the
special yellow used on California plates. Bill wrote:. The story about Old N Fast would not be
complete without acknowledging his creativity and craftsmanship. Motorcycle Classics is
America's premier magazine for collectors and enthusiasts, dreamers and restorers,
newcomers and life long motorheads who love the sound and the beauty of classic bikes. Sign
In. Register Today! Photo by Neale Bayly. Although he wouldn't realize it until much later, that
one brief impression inspired Bill to build Old 'N Fast. Continue Reading. Well-suspended To
keep the extra horsepower under control, modified R90S forks control the front end. Fit and
finish Blasting along our local roads, the bike is extremely comfortable and easy to ride. Share
your thoughts. Related Content. Chief Print. Add to cart. Ariel Red Hunter Print. Triumph TR
Print. How To Repair Your Motorcycle. The MV Agusta Museum. Red Eliason. All in the Family:
Yamaha XS The sound and the fury: celebrate the machines that changed the world! Join
Today! Make BMW. Model R-Series. We also specialize in late model clean used bikes! Has been
converted to a cc engine for more performance. Much more work done, call for details!!!

Custom work throughout. A true daily rider, runs and rides perfectly. Your chance to own a
beautiful one-of-a-kind vintage cafe racer BMW. If you have any questions, or would like to fill
out a credit app. Call us Tues-Fri. You only pay once Florida just handles the collection of the
appropriate tax and passes it on to your state Arizona If not paid in full within 7 days all
deposits will be forfeited. Call Email us directly at eurocyclesoftampa gmail. Has not ran since
the s. Clear title. It was a one owner machine. Sadly it was left outside under a tarp. The motor is
locked up. The spark plugs where pulled and there was rust on the left spark plug left. So most
likely only one cylinder is stuck. Gas tank was left with fuel inside and has heavy rust inside.
Only 17, miles on the bike. Matching Numbers Front brake does not work, rear does. Mufflers
are rotted. Good for parts or restore. You receive what is pictured. Please see my other vintage
motorcycles and parts. Also if you are looking for a certain pre motorcycle, just let me know!
The bike is Sold as is. Email with Any questions. Please the payment must be made within 5
days of close of auction. Shipping is the buyers reasonability. Been sitting for a while, guess
you could call it a old garage find Good project or use for parts I also travel a bit so if you are
close might be able to deliver Please look at pictures close and ask questions I buy-sell. This is
a new name but we are not new to ebay We also sell under antiquing-onlineWE can crate this
motorcycle for freight shipping at a added cost. IT will need a inline fuel filter and bowl gasket
for one carburetor has leak when it sitting. This is a great vintage motorcycle with a little tlc this
bike would be show ready. Model R 75 6. Dual disc front endAll fluids recently changed, valve
adjustment, throttle sync complete. Model R75 6. We completed a major service valve
adjustment, throttle body synchronization, all fluids and stainless brake lines in November
when it had 66, miles and it hasn't traveled much since. We sold it earlier this year at 66, miles
and prior to sale we replaced the tires, battery, neutral switch, both fuel taps and completed an
oil and filter change. Only factory parts were used and completed by one of our heritage
technicians. In addition to the incredible condition, this bike also comes with a binder of
receipts and records from previous owners' which gives you a sense of the life this bike has
lived. If you are looking for a ready to ride airhead without the need for service work and in
exceptional condition this one has to be considered. Call John x or Jim x at with questions or to
purchase this machine. Model R Antique, a true beauty. Selling because I am moving into an
apartment and need to get a newer bike. Would trade for a RR. Serious buyers! Cash and local
pick up only. Some comments from questions that potential buyers have had: Now, in terms of
details of this motorcycle: 1- I am the 3rd owner of this bike. My next move on the bike was
buying a new seat as the one it has original is just a bit rusty. You get a lot of options from ebay
and other online vendors. It powers on, you can drive it and you will have an amazing ride, but
every now and then you need to take care of it. This is definitely a bike you want to have and
take care of. Also having space to store it correctly is important. There is another person
interested about this bike who asked the this same question, and I replied this same comments.
His response was that he wanted to restore it and put it in his living room. So, in essence, I
purchased this bike about a year ago. I took short and medium trips my office commute of 15
mins and a few trips to West Palm Beach of about hrs , which were a lot of fun and the bike
performed well. Original and runs great. Ready to go! Make Can-Am. Jump on the Spyder RT, hit
the road and don't look back. With a long list of comfort and convenience features, you and
your passenger will find the open road hard to resist. Located in North Georgia. Make Yamaha.
Model FJR Make Honda. To view that information, please click on the "view website" link in the
details section below. Most of our bikes are sold fully serviced, detailed and have a nationwide
warranty of up to days. And yes, we also take trades! Make Indian. Model Springfield. Get it
while you can. Tank 24, Mi. Running and rideable "Project bike". The engine and frame have
matching numbers. The mileage on the title says? It is equipped with MAC aftermarket mufflers
in good condition. MACs are quality American made mufflers that are slightly louder and have
more rumble than stock; a very pleasing note. The brakes are in good working condition. We
cleaned the carburetors, tuned the motor, and cleaned and repacked the steering neck bearings.
The instruments were both cleaned and serviced to insure extended proper operation. The
transmission was repaired wouldn? The clutch was cleaned and inspected and the clutch
splines properly lubed. New original cloth braided Continental fuel line was installed. After our
test ride we discovered no obvious leaks. The electrics all work. The warts: No battery covers,
no battery, no steering damper shock the damper mechanism is intact , no horn. The rubber
fork boots and the throttle cable boot need to be replaced, the touring seat needs to be
recovered and is missing it? The paint is fair, with a badly faded front half of the front fender.
The fuel cap in the photos has been replaced with one that works and has no extra hole. We
recommend that a full Factory 10 K 10, mile service be done before riding any distance. This
bike would make an excellent? Project Bike? We would be happy to answer any questions you
have about this BMW motorcycle; please call us at To see more high resolution views of this

bike in detail, please use the link below to direct you to our online photo storage on
Picturepush, or request our series of high resolution photos via an email to bmwparts re-psycle.
Please copy and paste the link below into your web browser search bar. Then click on the larger
photo on the right to see it in a full screen pop-up window. Then scroll down to the bottom right
and click on the word? This blows it up to maximum size about 6 times window size and you
can use the scroll bars to move around your view point like your eye is 2 feet from the bike. If
you would like to take this bike out on a test ride, please plan it for a dry day, and call 24 hours
ahead to schedule. We would be happy to provide you with a quote for enclosed, insured,
to-your-door delivery by a carrier we have a good history with. Grants Pass, OR. Rocky Ford,
CO. Gloucester, VA. Waterford, MI. Olmos Park, TX. Cheyenne, WY. Cripple Creek, CO. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Bmw R75 6. Category - Engine Posted
Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1
Month. Year - Make - Model -. Year Make Indian Model Springfield. Prev 1 2 3 Next. ZIP Code.
Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. This is not an
offer for credit and should be used for estimation purposes only based on the information you
provided. You should not base your decision on this estimate alone. Title, registration, tax and
other fees, and personal circumstances such as employment status and personal credit history,
were not considered in the calculations. New crankcase reed style breather valve. Transmission
has new shift seal and clutch throw-out seal. Full rebuild of carbs and chokes. New braided
cloth covered Continental fuel lines with inline filters. Factory recommended Engine Ground
upgrade harness installed. New Motorrad Elektrik positive battery cable. New speedometer
cable. Rebuilt Alternator rotor. New Odyssey Battery. Full front fork rebuild, progressive front
fork springs, new steering neck bearings installed. Koni shocks. Rear brake shoes cleaned and
pivots lubed. Steering damper pivots and adjuster cleaned and properly lubricated. Telefix front
fork brace. Avon AM26 Roadrider tires. Some assorted stainless fasteners used throughout
bike. The Luftmeister chrome engine guards came from another bike and already had minor
scuffs on the lower edges before they were installed on this bike. The lower half of the guards
have been sprayed with truck bed liner. This bike has never been down! EPCO Stainless
exhaust headers, crossover, and mufflers. BMW Tool Kit. White rear mudflap. LED License plate
frame auxiliary brake lights installed. Has small deflector windscreen mounted now, If desired,
we can remove that and install a Wixom white, color matched and stripped, full Handlebar
fairing. Request photos if interested. Whole bike is VERY clean and obviously well cared for.
The tank inside liner is perfect; it looks like NEW! The motor starts easily and runs strong and
very smoothly! Everything functions perfectly. We would be happy to answer any questions you
have about this BMW motorcycle; please call us at To see more high resolution views of this
bike in detail, please copy the link below to your browser search bar to direct you to our online
photo storage on Picturepush, or request our series of high resolution photos via an email to
bmwparts re-psycle. Click on one of the thumbnail photos on the left to see it larger on the right.
Then click on the larger photo on the right to see it in a full screen pop-up window. This blows it
up to maximum size about 6 times window size and you can use the scroll bars to move around
your view point like your eye is 2 feet from the bike. If you would like to take this bike out on a
test ride, please plan it for a dry day, and call 24 hours ahead to schedule. We would be happy
to provide you with a quote for enclosed, insured, to-your-door delivery by a carrier we have a
good history with. Your browser does not support inline frames. Call Now. Get Price Alert!
Stock Number. Model Type. Your down payment cannot be greater than the price. Submit Close.
SOLD 1. Only 28, Miiles! Matching VIN numbers. Krauser, Koni, Odyssey, etc. Features Specs
Options Photos. General Information Manufacturer. Model Year. Final actual sales price will vary
depending on options or accessories selected. We see an honest machine with matching
numbers in need of some general TLC, overdue maintenance, light service and a few small
actual repairs â€” the kind of stuff we know we have lots of customers that love to do this,
especially over a winter. Perhaps this one will get special recognition if it rides back in for our
annual Spring Open House. While we could not take the bike out for a full ride as we do with
used bikes and our ADVANTAGE CERTIFIED machines or a highway speed test ride age of tires
it starts fine, sounds great, feels solid, shifts smoothly through all the gears on the bench and
within the first three gears in the parking lot while being ridden around the building. It also
stops decently. It should deliver a lot of fun and value for the next owner. We love doing
in-house training and always desire that all of our technicians can handle, and enjoy working on
each era and every model of BMW built since So we could do it all ourselves if not claimed
before then at which time it would be re-priced accordingly and we have just as much demand
for turnkey classics as we do those that offer what this one does. We encourage people to call,
schedule a time to visit, meet with one of our sales advisors and inspect each machine in
person so they know all the positives and any negatives involved in the refurbishing process

with full clarity. And for the record we did manage to make that lone individual happy in the end
despite some very unrealistic expectations after an extensive inspection, review and
conversation before buying it. The original owner did most of his own maintenance and light
service but had a local independent shop that works on all brands do what he could not but the
last visit was about 5 years ago. One petcock is leaking slightly but it appears to just need
tightening at the tank, at worst case a fresh tank to petcock gasket is probably required as the
motions feel strong and snug. The suspension is original and functioning but it might be time to
freshen it up as well as time to clean and repack the wheel, swingarm and steering head
bearings but all are working just fine. There is a fresh stainless steel brake line already
attached. Some rubber is getting tired as should be expected but the bike has always been
stored in a dry, weather tight garage and the high quality and general condition of fasteners,
paint, the seat, chrome, the aluminum cases, etc. We trimmed the ends of the plug wires at the
caps to get a stronger spark but the wires and caps should probably both be replaced as they
are original. It also has a set of the very hard to find lowers for the winter that basically look
unused. Those are also stock turn signals on either side of the fairing. This one has a very clean
set of Lester Cast aluminum mag wheels which are still to this day, some 40 plus years after
their introduction the strongest and nicest looking wheels ever produced by the aftermarket for
BMW and other motorcycles. The seat has a hard to find, very period correct Reynolds backrest
which was manufactured to look like it was designed and included from BMW when new as it
mounts at all the same points and holes as the stock seat rail would have. And while the clock
does not work, it has a set of BMW optional gauges that includes the voltmeter, both in original
BMW housings â€” very desirable stuff and there are at least two reputable companies in the US
that can rebuild the clock. As best we can determine after a lengthy initial evaluation plus a
follow-up review of this PROJECT BIKE all components and cosmetics are original with the
exception of the rear fender, sub-frame may still be original and possibly the rear turn signal
arm, turn signals and tail lamp assembly. We determined and the seller confirmed after it was
presented to him that the bike had been hit from behind at some point. Ideally before the painter
did a fine job of applying the Avus Black paint they would have filled these in but unless the
seat is up one cannot know they are present. The sub-frame is correct for thi
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s year and model and the rear wiring harness still runs through it. The tail light assembly, turn
signals, mounting arm, license plate carrier and reflectors are all period correct even if they are
not the exact items this bike left Germany with in The paint in most areas of this PROJECT BIKE
is near beautiful â€” just look at the gas tank close-up, the gas cap has some light deterioration
showing, the switches all work well but show some typical age and fade. This PROJECT BIKE
has extra keys but one key does not work every lock ignition, seat, fork, gas cap so at some
point a lock or two must have failed and been replaced or when the sub-frame was replaced, as
we suspect, it came with a fresh lock and key. One of those keys included is the impossible to
find grey folding ignition key which works most of the locks including the bikes ignition.
Specifications Availability Sold! Color: Carbon Black Metallic. Color: Red Apple Metallic. Color:
Black And Silver. Need Assistance? Contact Us.

